and let Λ(k,n) denote the set of all yfc-tuples λ= (λ 1? •• ,λ Λ ) of integers such that 1 ^ λ L < < X k ^ n. Suppose /: Q-> R n , f = (Λ ' , f% f e WltiQ), Pi > k -1, and ΣJ«i VVχ ό S 1 whenever XeΛ(k 9 ri).
Here W ι p {Q) denotes those functions in L P (Q) whose distribution partial derivatives are functions in L P (Q) . Let e u •••, e n be the usual basis for R n and let e λ = e h A Λ e λk XeΛ(k,n) , denote the corresponding basis for the space of fc-vectors in R n . For XeΛ (k, n) x°f . In [6] it was shown that the area of /, as defined in [5] is equal to I Jf(x) I dx where | Jf(x) \ is the Euclidean norm of the A:-vector s Jf{x).
RONALD GARIEPY
Define a current valued measure T over Q by letting
whenever B is an J5f k measurable subset of Q and φ is an infinitely differentiate Axform on R n with compact support. Let σ denote the finite measure defined over R n by letting
whenever Y is a Borel subset of 22*. It will be shown in part 3 that T(B) is a locally rectifiable current whenever B is an £f k measurable subset of Q and this fact will be used to define a nonnegative integer valued function N on R n which describes the multiplicity with which / assumes its values. The main results of the paper are summarized here. [6] and let / denote the pointwise limit of {/, •} wherever it exists. Then / is a representative of / and according to [6] , [7: Chap. 3] , and [8: part 3] there exists a collection P of the sets P^r) such that for each i, P^r) e P for almost all (in the sense of 1 dimensional Lebesgue measure) r e I and if q is any fc-cube in Q whose k -1 faces all lie in elements of P then (1) fj I Bdry q converges uniformly to / | Bdry q,
Henceforth we will denote by / the pointwise limit of mollifiers {fj} as described above. A &-cube q c Q whose k -1 faces all lie in elements of P will be called "special".
For the notation concerning currents we refer to [3] .
LEMMA 1. If f is bounded then T(B) is a rectifiable current whenever B is an £? k measurable subset of Q.
Proof. If q c Q is a special Λ>cube then
and hence the sequence {fj${q)} of currents converges weakly to T{q). The supports of the fj$(q) and T{q) are all contained in a fixed compact set,
fjM)^ \ \JfM\dx, and

M(df s ,(q)) ^L^(f
where M denotes mass in the space of currents. Thus, by [4: 8.14, 8.13] , T(q) is an integral current whenever q is special.
Since it is clear that
M(T(A))^\jJf(x)\dx
whenever A is an ^f k measurable subset of Q, the lemma follows. Let [|T|| denote the finite measure over Q defined by letting || JΓ|| (A) denote the supremum of the numbers ^= 1 M{T{B ό )) taken over all countable disjoint collections of £? k measurable subsets 
Then / Λ , is bounded and /£ e TΓ^(Q) for 1 ^ i <£ w. For any measurable set -BcQ let^(
whenever ψ is an infinitely differentiate fc-form on R n . Note that, if Y is a bounded Borel set in R n , then, for sufficiently large N, T N {B) LΓ= Γ(J?) L F whenever S is an ^f k measurable subset of Q. 
Consequently, if Y is a bounded open subset of R n then T(B) L F is rectifiable whenever
)). Note that T(A S ) = T(A,)\_Bφ, r)
is rectifiable for i = 1, « ,m. Thus, by [4:8.16 ], there exists for each j" a countable collection Gy of 
ί θ k (σ,y)dmy^σ(R«).
A proof of the following statement concerning rectifiable currents can be found in [2: 2. 
